Assessment of a method for cultivar selection based on regional trial data.
In this study a method for analyzing regional trial data is investigated for its effectiveness in cultivar selection. The method is a synthesis of three procedures: (1) regression analysis for genotype × environment (GE) interaction, and subsequent cluster analysis for grouping cultivars for similarity of response; (2) superiority measure analysis of cultivar performance based on the distance mean square between the test cultivar and the maximum response; (3) type 4 stability analysis for three-way classification data (cultivar × location × year), to measure a cultivar's stability. Each of these three procedures is aimed at different aspects of the selection problem: the first obtains an overview of the types of cultivar response; the second measures a cultivar's general adaptability within the region; the third assesses a cultivar's ability to withstand unpredictable variation, namely that caused by year effects. Four sets of published data, each originally analyzed by a univariate or a multivariate approach, were used as examples. The results suggest that the present method provides direct and useful information for selection purposes. The superiority measure, which is the core of the method, can be used even if the data do not fit the linear model for GE interaction. Plotting the data with a fixed standard represented by the maximum response provides a simple visual tool for identifying environments where a cultivar performs well.